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EMENTA E PROGRAMA

Syllabus
This course will be the first of the Ecology and Natural Resource Conservation Post-graduate Program to be held in English. It will be a challenge in terms of organization, content, and evaluation both to the students and to the teachers. The course was first thought for doctoral students or MSc students with English skills which would allow them to follow the activities and discussions presented. We will provide basic information on seminaries organization in English language, organize talks in English by invited Professors from UFU and from outside the University, bring movies and talks on ecology available on the web, and stimulate the students to organize and present their own talks and papers in English. It will not be an English course but a...
ecology course in English.

Course policies and evaluation

Students evaluation will involve participation on the discussions along the course (25%), quick presentations (15’) on interesting themes in ecology (25), and a full Seminary (30’) on a own paper or thesis subject.

Classes allocation and lectures

The course will be held at the 2D-14 room Wednesdays afternoon from 14:00 to 17:40. Basic video presentation equipment will be provided for the talks. Detailed lectures and activities schedules will be handed to enlisted students during the first meeting.